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The shape of retirement is changing before our eyes. But like a sculp

tor carving a stone, we're not sure what the finished product will look 

like until the end. However, gerontologist, psychologist, and author 

Ken Dychtwald, PhD, has made an educated guess based on his 

30 years of studying how the aging population is affecting society. 

Dychtwald drops pithy statements like "old simply isn't what it 

used to be" as he reels off statistics to support broad-based 

trends that illustrate what retirement is becoming. In one of 

his popular presentations titled "How the Age Wave Will 

Transform Retirement," he identifies five powerful engines 

that are changing retirement. 



1. THE LONG EVITY REVOLUT ION 

We all know that medical advances are extending our lives. 
While the average life span is age 78, it's not unusual anymore 
for people to live to 90 or 100. But it's important to step back 
and look at how much we've advanced over a relatively short 
time. Just a century ago, the average lifespan was 47, and 100 
years before that it was 38. TI1foughout 99% of human history, 
the average life expectancy was less than 18! 

How it's changing the old image of retirement: With increasing 
longevity, one must ask "How old is old?" 

2 . FROM BABY BOOM TO AGE WAVE 

The baby boomers, born between 1946 and 1964, are like a 
generational tidal wave stirring up everything in their path. 
As they approach retirement, they are changing the image of 
retirement and how it will be lived. The oldest boomers, now 
in their early 60s, have an average of $15,000 of discretionary 
income a year-the highest of any age group. And it's an enor
mous cohort: The 76 million American baby boomers are the 
largest generation in our history. As the boomers age over the 
next two decades, America's age 65+ population will increase 
77%- almost 10 times faster than the under 65 population. 

How it's changing the old image of retirement: Boomers are 
toppling old perceptions through their sheer strength of num
bers and income. 

3. TRANS FORM ING ADULTHOOD 

In the good old days, Americans had a simple linear life plan: 
education -7 work -7 retirement. That paradigm no longer 
applies as Americans pursue lifelong education, enjoy leisure 
breaks along the way, and continue working into the tradi
tional retirement years- sometimes in encore careers. Women, 
in particular, shifted the paradigm as more pursued education 
and entered the work force. One result is that by 2010, women 
will control more than half of the wealth in the U.S. 

Meanwhile, those same women have become part of the 
"sandwich generation" who are caring for their aging parents 
while raising a family. In the last 10 years, those Americans 
involved in care giving doubled to 40 million households. 

How it's changing the old image of retirement: The traditional 
gender and age boundaries are crumbling, resulting in richer, 
more complex experiences throughout adulthood. 

4. REINVENT ING RETIREMENT 

As the standard dictionary definition of retirement becomes 
passe, Dychtwald identified four groups of retirees. 
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• Sick and tireds worry a lot and feel they are living a retirement 
nightmare. They tend to have low net worth. (32% of retirees) 

• Ageless explorers are optimistic and seek involvement, per
sonal growth, and reinvention. They tend to be high net worth. 
(27% of retirees) 

• Live for to days have active lives, pursue personal growth, but 
are financially unprepared for retirement. They tend to be of 
modest net worth. (22% of retirees) 

• Comfortably contents are living their golden years. They seek 
freedom from work and social responsibilities. They tend to be 
high net worth. (19% of retirees) 

More than four in 10 boomers surveyed said they want to cycle 
between work and leisure in the next stage of their life and more 
than half want to pursue a different line of work. Their top retire
ment pursuits: engage in new experiences, reinvent themselves, 
rekindle relationships, find a dream job, and continue learning. 

How it's changing the old image of retirement: Most retirees 
want more active, interesting lives than retirees of the past. 

5. FINANCIAL WAKE-UP CALL 

Despite the enthusiasm for what retirement may hold, many 
boomers are not financially ready. American workers, on the 
whole, don't save enough or soon enough. Savers are looking 
for financial planning answers. More than half of boomers 
surveyed say they want financial advisors who can help them 
visualize their future because they realize retirement planning 
is not a "do-it-yourself" activity. 

How it's changing the old image of retirement: Retirees are 
seeking financial assistance to make their retirement dreams 
a reality . • 

BOOK FOCUSES ON THE MEANING 

OF SUCCESS 

In a new book, Ken Dychtwald explores 
what constitutes success after one pursues 
his or her initial goals. With Purpose: 
Going From Success to Significance in 
Work and Life, on sale in mid-February 
2009, features inspiring stories of people 
who have made a difference. For more 
information, visit www.agewave.com. 
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